ABSTRACT

Graph neural networks (GNNs) have achieved remarkable performance in many graph analytics tasks such as node classification, link prediction and graph clustering. Existing GNN systems (e.g., PyG and DGL) adopt a tensor-centric programming model and train GNNs with manually written operators. Such design results in poor usability due to the large semantic gap between the API and the GNN models, and suffers from inferior efficiency because of high memory consumption and massive data movement. We demonstrate Seastar, a novel GNN training framework that adopts a vertex-centric programming paradigm and supports automatic kernel generation, to simplify model development and improve training efficiency. We will (i) show how to express GNN models succinctly using a visual “drag-and-drop” interface or Seastar’s vertex-centric python API; (ii) demonstrate the performance advantage of Seastar over existing GNN systems in convergence speed, training throughput and memory consumption; and (iii) illustrate how Seastar’s optimizations (e.g., operator fusion and constant folding) improve training efficiency by profiling the run-time performance.

1 INTRODUCTION

The fast growth in the volume and variety of graph data in recent years has led to the development of many systems for graph analytics, e.g., batch processing systems [5, 15, 18, 22, 29–31] for graph tasks such as PageRank and label propagation, graph databases [1–3, 7, 10–12, 14], and graph mining systems [8, 9]. Among the many graph analytics methods, lately graph neural networks (GNNs) [19, 20, 26] have attracted great interests from both academia and industry. Compared with traditional techniques that are based on matrix factorization or random walks (e.g., DeepWalk [23], LINE [25]), GNNs provide superior performance on popular graph workloads such as node classification, link prediction and graph clustering.

A GNN model typically learns a node representation, also called node embedding, for each node in a graph and then use the embeddings to process downstream tasks such as node classification. During the training of a GNN model, we recursively update the embedding of each node by transforming the embeddings of its neighbors with a neural network and train the model parameters with back propagation. Existing GNN systems such as DGL [7], PyG [13], DGCL [6], Euler [4], NeuGraph [21] and ROC [17] generally suffer from the following limitations:

- **Obscure programming models.** The programming models of existing GNN systems are tensor-centric and coarse-grained. Specifically, both node embeddings and graph connectivity are represented as high-dimensional tensors and manipulated using coarse-grained operators that span the entire graph. Users are required to cast GNN computations defined for a center node (w.r.t. its neighbors) into global tensor operations, which is a task that should be handled by the GNN system for good usability.

- **Lack of holistic optimizations.** Existing GNN systems focus on developing efficient graph propagation kernels and delegate neural network computations to the underlying deep learning (DL) systems. Joint optimizations such as operator fusion are mostly ignored, and thus a large amount of intermediate data are materialized between operators, which results in excessive memory consumption and massive data movement in the memory hierarchy of GPUs.

We propose a new GNN training system, Seastar [28], which features two key designs to address the limitations of existing GNN frameworks. First, we introduce a vertex-centric GNN programming model, with which users only need to specify the operations on a single vertex using native Python expressions (without learning a new API as in existing GNN systems). GNN implementation in Seastar is simple and intuitive as users can write their code by...
We denote a directed edge from vertex \( u \) to vertex \( v \) as \( uv \) and the neighbors of vertex \( v \) as \( N(v) \). In general, a layer in a GNN model can be expressed as follows:

\[
    h_v^{l+1} = g(\bigoplus_{u \in N(v)} (f(h_u^l, u, v, h_i^l))),
\]

where \( h_v^l \) is the embedding of vertex \( v \) in layer \( l \), \( h_u^l \) is the feature vector associated with edge \( uv \), and \( f \) and \( g \) are customizable neural network modules or functions, and \( \bigoplus \) is a function that aggregates the embeddings of \( v \)‘s neighbors and in-edges. We show the formula of GCN in Figure 2 as an instance of this general model. We show the formula of GCN below as an instance of this general model.

\[
    h_v^{l+1} = \sigma(b(l)) + \sum_{u \in N(v)} \frac{1}{\|uv\}} h_u^l W(l)).
\]

The data flow pattern of GNN in Eq.(1), or Eq.(2), can be described as: propagate the embedding of each source vertex \( u \) along directed \( uv \), and aggregate the embeddings of all sources to the center vertex \( v \). The pattern has a star shape as the computation is vertex-centric with edges around a center vertex.

To implement Eq.(1) in a vertex-centric manner, users need to have access to the embeddings of \( u, v \) and edge \( uv \), and freely invoke the library functions of the underlying DL system (e.g., PyTorch) to implement \( f, g \), and \( \bigoplus \). Instead of inventing domain-specific APIs as in existing GNN systems, Seastar enables users to perform these operations with native Python syntax. We show Seastar’s implementation of GCN below as an example.

```python
def seastar_compute(v):
    h = sum([torch.mm(u.h, self.W)*u.norm for u in v.innbs])
    if self.bias:
        h = h + self.bias
    if self.activation:
        h = self.activation(h)
    return h
```

Seastar’s implementation begins by defining a Python function (a UDF) with a single argument, vertex \( v \), in Line 1. Then Line 2 iterates over \( v \)‘s in-neighbors \( v.innbs \) using list comprehension in Python. We access the embedding \( u.h \) of each neighbor \( u \) using the \texttt{dot} operator in Python. Users can also access PyTorch’s built-in functions (e.g., torch.mm) and variables defined in the enclosing GNN layer (e.g., \texttt{self.W}). We use the \texttt{sum} operator to aggregate over the list of embeddings in Line 2. Lines 3-6 add bias to aggregated embedding \( h \) and invoke activation function. Line 7 returns the new embedding. A comparison with DGL’s implementation in [28] shows that Seastar’s vertex-centric programming model is not only more user-friendly but also leads to more kernel-level optimizations.

2.2 System Architecture

Figure 1 depicts the system architecture of Seastar. Seastar generates efficient GPU kernels according to a vertex-centric function decorated by the \texttt{compile()} function decorator. Seastar’s primary backend is MindSpore [16] — a DL system developed by Huawei. MindSpore embeds a DL compiler to fully exploit the computing power of hardware. It simplifies and accelerates distributed training by automatic model partitioning. Note that Seastar can also be integrated with other DL backends such as PyTorch. We explain the key components of Seastar as follows.

Tracer. The Tracer captures the operators in the UDF of a GNN implementation in a way similar to PyTorch’s JIT tracing. We monkey-patch the operators such that their signatures are recorded as a node in the \textit{computational graph} when they are invoked for the first time. Via the Tracer, we can rely on the DL backend for (i) verifying the correctness of a user program (e.g., whether the shape and data type of the inputs match the requirements of the operators) during the first run and (ii) inferring the output shape of the operators. We also need to determine whether an operator requires graph-dependent execution. Consider the \texttt{add} operator, when one of its inputs belongs to a center vertex \( v \) and the other belongs to \( v \)’s neighbor \( u \), we need to \texttt{add} the embeddings according to the
The consumer-E operator can thus directly retrieve ids to load the corresponding rows of tensors and conduct the computation. For example, which combines a producer in stage S and a consumer in stage E into a single operator. For this purpose. Tensors are annotated with S (source), D (destination), E (edge) or P (parameter). S or D means that the tensor resides on a vertex and is accessed from u or v, respectively. E means that the tensor resides on edges. The graph-dependency of an operator can be inferred from the graph types of its inputs. More details can be found in Seastar’s full paper in [28].

**Optimizer.** We embed an automatic differentiation engine to get the backward computational graph. The computational graphs (both forward and backward) are then optimized by the Seastar optimizer. Seastar conducts various optimizations such as operator fusion, dead code elimination, constant folding, common sub-expression elimination, and more. We will discuss the most important optimization, i.e., Seastar operator fusion, in Section 2.3.

**Code generator.** Operator fusion groups multiple operators into one execution unit, and an optimized computational graph usually contains multiple such execution units. The code generator emits fused GPU kernels for an execution unit according to an execution sketch by instantiating placeholders in the sketch with scalar implementations of operators. For the other (i.e., not fused) operators, the code generator directly emits the corresponding operators in the DL system.

**Runtime execution.** Seastar stores graph data in compressed sparse row (CSR) format for its low memory consumption and high access efficiency. The embeddings of all vertices/edges are batched together as tensors, where a row of tensor corresponds to the embedding of a vertex/edge. When a user program invokes vertex-centric computation, Seastar traverses the computational graph and executes the operators following the operator dependency. We use a map to track the intermediate tensors and eagerly recycle tensors once no operators in both the forward and backward computational graphs rely on them.

### 2.3 Seastar Operator Fusion

**Fusion opportunities.** The seastar pattern naturally divides GNN computation into three stages: S, E, and A. Existing GNN systems have to explicitly materialize tensors at each stage boundary. Our key insight is that a pair of producer and consumer operators from consecutive stages (in the seastar pattern) can be fused if they are both injective. Take S-E fusion for example, which combines a producer in stage S and a consumer in stage E into a single operator. When executing stage-E operation alone, we first load the id of a source (or neighbor) vertex u into register and use it to query the ids of the center v and the edge uv in the CSR indexes. Then we use the retrieved ids to load the corresponding rows of tensors and conduct the computation. For a fused S-E operator, before performing stage-E computation, we execute the S-typed operator by querying the tensor using the id of u. The consumer-E operator can thus directly access the producer’s output from register. Similarly, an E-A fusion first executes E operator, stores its output in register and then executes A operator.

**Fusion algorithm.** We summarize the valid fusions as the finite state machine shown in Figure 2. We differentiate E-A fusion into two sub-types, i.e., A:D (which returns a D-typed tensor) and A:S (which returns an S-typed tensor). This is because their fusible downstream operators are of different stages. For example, if a producer operator is in State 3, a fusible downstream consumer operator must be in stage S. A:S aggregation usually happens in the backward pass where gradients flow from destination to source vertex following the reverse direction of the edges. To conduct fusion, we start by sorting the computational graph in topological order and visit the nodes one by one. We set the root node’s state by transitioning from State 0 according to its own graph type. Then for each visited operator, we recursively set the state of its children. The graph type of a child is set to its parent’s state transitioned with its own graph type. When all nodes in the computational graph have been visited, we merge operators in State 1/2/3 with their fusible parent in a recursive manner.

### 2.4 Seastar Execution Sketch

Seastar execution sketch sketches how to map the fused operators to GPU threads, and placeholders are left for the code generator to fill in instructions according to the signatures of the fused operators. We adopt the following key optimizations in execution sketch.

**Feature-adaptive thread grouping.** Seastar forms a feature-adaptive thread (FAT) group using GPU threads with consecutive global ids. The group size is $2^k$, where $k$ is the largest integer satisfying $2^k \leq D$ and $D$ is the dimension of the embedding associated with a vertex/edge. Note that $D$ may vary significantly for different GNN layers and datasets. We instruct the threads in a FAT group to access consecutive memory addresses (e.g., a row in a tensor) and execute the same operation for coalesced memory access and SIMT execution. A thread’s FAT group id is calculated by dividing its global thread id by the group size.

**Locality-centric execution.** When aggregating the neighbor/edge information for the vertices, DGL [27] maps several thread blocks to each edge. We found that this approach incurs a high synchronization overhead due to data racing for the same destination vertex and suffers from poor data locality because of the repetitive loading of the same destination vertex. To resolve these problems, Seastar conducts computations for edges incident to the same vertex sequentially by a single FAT group, and executes the computations for different vertices in parallel by different FAT groups.

**Dynamic load balancing.** Many real-world graphs have a power-law vertex degree distribution. This causes skewed workload distribution among the FAT groups in our locality-centric scheme. Our key insight is to conduct computations for the high-degree vertices earlier in order to overlap with (the computations of) low-degree vertices. To this end, Seastar sorts the vertices according to their degrees and processes them in descending order of their degrees. Another benefit of the degree sorting is that consecutive vertices have similar degrees, and thus consecutive FAT groups achieve good load balancing (intra-block/warp load balancing for small $D$).
3 THE DEMONSTRATION PLAN

In this demo, we will show SIGMOD attendees: (1) the good usability of Seastar’s vertex-centric API in expressing various GNN models; (2) Seastar’s advantages over existing GNN systems in training efficiency and resource utilization; and (3) Seastar’s real-time performance monitor, with intuitive visualizations to understand how Seastar optimizes execution and why the optimizations improve performance. We will deploy Seastar (and the systems to be compared) on remote servers or cloud, while Demo attendees may interact with Seastar via a web-based front-end.

Usability of Seastar’s API. We will show that Seastar’s API leads to more intuitive and succinct implementations of popular GNN models (e.g., GCN, GAT, APPNP, R-GCN). Users can select a model on the left panel of the GUI in Figure 3 to show its mathematical formula along with its implementations in Seastar, with graphical display of the correspondence between the formula and the code. Such a display will help attendees see how simple it is to just follow a GNN formula to program in Seastar’s vertex-centric API. When compared with the implementations in popular GNN systems (e.g., DGL and PyG), attendees may also understand the significance of designing a more user-friendly API for GNN programming. Novice users may also try to implement a GNN model using Seastar’s “Drag-and-Drop” interface by dragging operators and connecting them following a GNN formula. If attendees are interested, we may also demonstrate the effectiveness of GNNs for graph analytics using applications such as node classification and graph clustering.

Performance comparison. Table 1 shows that Seastar achieves shorter per-epoch time and lower peak memory consumption than both DGL and PyG for training three models on the Reddit and Physics datasets. We will also show Seastar’s much superior performance on 12 widely used datasets and other popular GNN models. Note that in all experiments we made sure that Seastar produced the same output and gradient as DGL and PyG to guarantee the correctness of generated kernel, and we used PyTorch as the DL backend for Seastar, DGL and PyG for fair comparison. By clicking the “Run” button, an attendee can execute a selected GNN model using Seastar and DGL/PyG in parallel on different GPUs. The demo interface will plot the accuracy-time curves of the systems in real time to show the performance difference in every stage. We will visualize Seastar’s optimized computational graph and compare with that of DGL/PyG to explain why Seastar’s fused operators achieve higher efficiency and lower memory usage.

Analysis on system design and performance. Seastar also offers a “Profiling” interface for users to understand its design and performance. Using this interface, attendees may see the differences between the computational graphs of a model before and after Seastar’s optimizations, which allows attendees to understand how Seastar’s optimizations work and which parts of the GNN training pipeline are modified. Attendees may also decompose the running time among the operators (will be plotted as a step-level breakdown in the “Profiling” GUI, not displayed in Figure 3 due to space limitation) to see where the most significant performance improvement comes from. Attendees can further disable/enable various optimizations to see their effects on the performance from the “Profiling” GUI.
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Table 1: Performance comparison with DGL and PyG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>DGL</th>
<th>PyG</th>
<th>Seastar</th>
<th>DGL</th>
<th>PyG</th>
<th>Seastar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAT</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>3440</td>
<td>6339</td>
<td>2806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reddit</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1182.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCN</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>1126</td>
<td>1376</td>
<td>1111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reddit</td>
<td>83.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>834</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPNP</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>2465</td>
<td>2459</td>
<td>2443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reddit</td>
<td>4100.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>271.6</td>
<td>5170</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2147</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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